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Introduction 1
The Post-socialist and Comparative Memory
Studies working group of the Memory Studies Association (PoSoCoMeS) held its first
conference online, encouraging meaningful
dialogue among scholars studying different
geographical areas. In doing so, the working
group contributed to high scholarly standards
for post-socialist memory studies across disciplines and created a global framework for
academic dialogue on post-socialist memory.
With the event initially planned to take place
in Chis, inău, Moldova, the conference kept a
Moldovan and Romanian focus in its online
form, holding regular events related to these
two countries.
Plenary events
The plenary events set the conference’s tone
by tackling some of the most significant
themes in the field. MELTEM AHISKA (Istanbul) addressed some recurring issues in
Turkish politics and argued that imperialism
and colonialism have ongoing effects on how
the present time is experienced by producing
structures of feeling. KULSHAT MEDEUOVA
(Astana) focused on the transformation of
the commemorative landscape in post-Soviet
Kazakhstan illuminating the widespread replacement and displacement of Soviet monuments with new ones funded by the state, as
well as the emergence of non-state mnemonic
actors. VITALY CHERNETSKY (Lawrence,
Kansas) looked at memory wars through the
lens of multidirectional memory by drawing on Odessa as a representation of a multicultural Eastern Europe. The plenary lecture by STEFAN BERGEN (Bochum) revolved
around the potential for agonistic memory

frames of communism in Central and Eastern
Europe. He argued that antagonistic forms
of memory have been dominant in this memory, combined with cosmopolitan memory
regimes, favored by the EU’s memory politics. HEIDI GRUNEBAUM (Cape Town) examined the connections between the Holocaust and colonialism, claiming that postcolonial education from non-national or antinational perspectives is necessary to rethink
proposals for partition and better understand
colonial legacies in the region and beyond.
Published works were also a focus of two
plenary events. The first plenary discussion offered a dynamic conversation between
the authors KATJA PETROWSKAJA (Berlin)
and MARIA STEPANOVA (Moscow) reflecting on their novels Vielleicht Esther (Maybe
Esther) 2 and Pamiati pamiati (In Memory of
Memory) 3 , which both deal with the possibilities of literature to recollect erased pasts
and reconnect communities and generations.
The second talk was on NIKOLAY EPPLÉE’s
(Moscow) book The Uncomfortable Past 4 ,
from which a lively debate spun around finding national consensus about complex histories and whether it is possible to develop a
widely accepted discourse.
The conference also included a series of cultural and artistic events, such as a film screening of DRAGOS TUREA’s documentary, The
Soviet Garden. A reading of a fragment from
the play Requiem for Europe by ARTIOM
ZAVADOVSKY invited the audience to reflect on how international companies have enforced their discourse, policies, and especially
their interests in Moldova, and how these
have affected Moldovan daily life. Further
amplifying artistic perspectives, the conference also featured the collective Chto Delat, a
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longer version of this report has been
published
in
the
PoSoCoMeS
newsletter
(March
2021):
https://67a6dad4-357b-4c90a433-a56e713a1adb.filesusr.com/ugd/c1feef
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2 Katja Petrowskaja, Vielleicht Esther.
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Berlin 2014.
3 Maria Stepanova, Pamiati pamiati, Moscow 2018.
4 The Inconvenient Past. Memory of the State Crimes in
Russia and Other Countries, Moscow 2020.
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working group of artists, critics, philosophers,
and writers from Russia, as well as their educational platform, the School of Engaged Art.
Roundtable discussions
Two roundtable discussions addressed the issue of the memorialization of traumatic pasts.
The first debate led by SIMINA BĂDICĂ
(Brussels) with LJILJANA RADONIĆ (Vienna) and GRUIA BĂDESCU (Konstanz) on
the exhibition of difficult pasts in museums and memory sites offered an opportunity to discuss current trends in showing
recent pasts in the museum from a scholarly and practical perspective. The second
roundtable of BARBARA KIRSHENBLATTGIMBLETT (Warsaw), DIETER POHL (Klagenfurt), and YANA BARINOVA (Kyiv) focused on the commemoration of the tragedy
of Babyn Yar. Speakers from both discussions
agreed on how complex the memory of difficult pasts usually is and emphasized the importance of encouraging the public to ask critical questions about the past. The roundtables
also pointed out that we should distinguish
between the functionality of memorials and
museums in the memorization of traumatic
past events.
Overview of panels
Memories of Specific Pasts
Eight panels explored the memories of specific pasts from various thematic angles. The
session on World War II addressed the state’s
role in forming memory through the practices
of commemoration and pointed to the difficulties of working through contrasting memories of the past in highly politicized environments. The panel on the Holocaust and Nazi
concentration camps discussed the questions
of who is to be blamed, who is to be grieved,
and whether there is a functional Holocaust
memory culture, while revealing the complexity of the Holocaust memory. Similarly,
the session on global memories of the Holocaust showed diverse forms of remembrance
and illuminating evidence for how the circulation of the Holocaust memory varies. The
session dedicated to the understanding of the
Soviet past examined how people construct
and re-interpret narratives of the Soviet period, discussing emotions as a motivation to
promote and preserve family stories or personal opinions. The session on the Holocaust

memory in Romania and Moldova focused on
the official beginning of Holocaust memorialization and its evolution in the region, while
tackling the issues of guilt, responsibility, and
collaboration and how they contribute to the
lack of coherent memorialization policies in
both countries. Contested narratives of the
past events in two countries were addressed
in the panel on wars of memory in Russia
and Ukraine. All panelists underlined how
antagonistic memory of the strict distinction
between „us“ and „them“ might perpetuate
feelings of hostility towards „the others“. Two
panels centered on memories of violence and
trauma. They stressed the importance of distinguishing the actors involved in the memorialization of the past events, considering that
they have different power resources at their
disposal, and questioned how the traumatic
events are being defined. More concretely,
the session on the legacies of mass violence
explored how societies that underwent a difficult past of conflicts and repressions cope
with the violent past, while the panel on traumatic memories looked at how memories of
specific historical events are expressed or articulated in the present. In essence, all those
panels raised the fundamental questions of
hegemonic narratives, the rightness of memory, politics of memory, and memory security.
Aspects of Post-socialist Memory
Nine panels dealt with complex and interconnected aspects of post-socialist memory. The session on post-socialist memory
politics touched aspects of bottom-up or topdown memory politics in the Czech Republic,
Poland, and Ukraine in the last decade from
a micro- or macro-perspective. The panel
on post-socialist perspectives on theories of
memory highlighted the role the nation and
international environment play in the formation of post-socialist memory, and raised the
question whether scholars have the ambition
to develop new approaches to memory based
on the post-socialist context and challenge established theories. Likewise, the panel on
modalities of memory politics focused on national memories. It centered on questions of
conflicting narratives that reduce possibilities
of dialogue and cooperation among national
states or groups within the same country. The
session on scales of memory in mediations of
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socialism explored various memory representation strategies in the post-socialist sphere
from Polish vernacular strategies and the poetics of Gonzo to a Czech book series and unbuilt monuments. The panel highlighted the
interdisciplinary and diverse ways memory
can be mediated and studied. Another session
presented various angles and approaches to
analyzing the 1990s with strong transnational
and transregional perspectives. The session
on nostalgia introduced projects connected by
the notion of a lost future, while different
meanings of the post-socialist nostalgia concept were identified and the need to capture
all connotations of nostalgia conceptually was
underlined. The oral history session offered
a lively debate on aspects of oral history and
its position in the respective countries where
the researchers work, and showed some opportunities but also shortcomings of the oralhistorical method. The session about history
and symbols in changing societies centered on
the use of memory to create identity in multiethnic societies, e.g. Moldova and Transnistria. It discussed how different groups deal
with elites’ official impositions and how these
impact everyday life practices. Also, the last
panel on post-socialist visual memory practices in Romania focused mostly on the key
region of the conference. The presentations
showcased the diverse manifestations of Romanian visual memory like tattoos or representations in the urban space. They all drew
attention to negative heritage in the contemporary age and showed examples of its dangers and effects.
Memory and the Media
Five panels dealt with representations of
historical narratives in the media. These included the panel on memory, visuality, and
popular culture, which focused on mediations
of the past for present-day audiences such as
photographs, period dramas, and films. The
panelists emphasized that the media productions under study were more than just representations of the past, as they conveyed a clear
message promoting an agenda. They also reflected on the implications of such messages,
mainly as the productions targeted people
with no direct experience of the represented
period. Another session addressed different
aspects of remembering the past through vi-

sual representations, with a focus on photography. The presentations, which focused on
photographs of violence or conflict in Russia and Poland, highlighted the importance
of visuality in today’s society and problems
of abusing photographs or lacking visual literacy. The session on memory and art addressed the role of art in dealing with trauma
caused by a regime, a transition, or an experience of a non-democratic political system.
The session on politics, ethics, and aesthetics of post-transitional time presented projects
dealing with memory in literature and art and
discussed common temporalities of the transition period. The projects in the session tackled the processes of coming to terms with the
previous regime’s legacies and traumas following its downfall. The panel on the mediated memories and affective resonances centered on how memories of contested pasts are
presented through different memory mediations and highlighted the complexity of remembrance of the socialist past in and beyond
the post-Soviet space.
Spaces of Memory
Five panels in particular approached the
memorialization of historical events and figures in public spaces. A session analyzed
how controversial issues such as war, patriotism, and trauma are approached in museums, while the session on new regional, national, and local identities investigated the
presence of these controversial topics in exhibitions vis-a-vis the role of citizen initiatives
in the promotion of such. Comparative and
transnational perspectives of memory politics
in Eastern Europe were discussed in a session
that centered on the ethnicization of historical narratives and cultural heritage pertaining
to the Soviet past, while the panel on postsocialist heritage and tourism examined the
reconstruction and re-interpretation of heritage focusing on what is preserved, represented, or silenced in different contexts, especially when tourism is involved. The urban memory session investigated the different aspects of reading a city and discussed the
interplay between top-down processes and
bottom-up agencies. Overall, these different
panels highlighted the role of museums, heritage sites, tourism, the urban landscape, as
well as mnemonic networks on how or what
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we collectively remember.
Conclusion
Through its virtual format, the conference
brought together scholars from different parts
of the globe and across a multitude of disciplines to address crucial questions in memory studies. The broad scope allowed for
a comparative and transnational perspective,
which also included cases beyond the working group’s focus region such as South Africa,
Vietnam, China and Venezuela. By identifying itself as a facilitator of scholarly exchange,
the PoSoCoMeS fostered complex global discussions on post-socialist memory and has
reinforced the necessary networks to propel
these discussions forward.
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